Innovative Food Processing

Apple Food Systems are the world leader in the manufacture of bakery depositors, food processing equipment, piston fillers and cake decorators. Apple designs, manufactures and installs depositors, transfer pumps, lobe pumps, volumetric fillers, food depositors, cake decorating systems, automated cake lines, multi-head depositors and bespoke food processing systems.

Based in Hull, UK, Apple Food Systems provides the food industry with an all embracing service to meet every imaginable need, backed by a dedicated sales team and an extensive worldwide distribution network. Wherever you are, whatever the problem, Apple Food Systems have the answer.
Innovative Food Processing

Apple Food Systems aims to provide engineering solutions to the food and pharmaceutical industries worldwide.

We provide a complete service from initial enquiry through to final sign-off by the customer. Our dedicated Technical Sales Team will provide detailed information from customers to our Technical Department and Drawing Office. Skilled Engineers in our Machine Shop, Fabrication, and Electrical departments are trained to the highest standards, with final checks being made on all components by our Quality Control to ensure that the Company’s exacting high standards are met.

Apple Food Systems will maintain to be the leading supplier of high quality food processing equipment and combine traditional values with the latest technology to produce cost effective, robust designs which constantly exceed our customer’s expectations.

Robust, user-friendly designs and controls, along with a high degree of reliability and excellent service support, compliment the outstanding performance of the Apple Food Systems equipment.

Full turnkey systems are frequently produced, incorporating the same high design and build quality as the industry standard Apple Micro, MR150, MR900 Depositors and Transfer Pumps.

With the ability to design, manufacture, install and commission from the privately owned manufacturing outlet in Hull, Apple Food Systems have successfully supplied high quality food processing equipment to every corner of the globe.
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